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ABSTRACT: In recent years, the complexity of dynamic and collaborative computing environments in Grid is increasing and hence the access control has become a critical factor. In the earlier works, many approaches have been proposed in grid environment for scalable and efficient authorizations that are either VO-centric or Resource-centric. While analyzing the different kinds of proposed authorization systems, we observed that the VO-level and Resource-level authorization systems look at two different aspects of the grid authorization. Indeed, they complement each other, and can be implemented together to provide a holistic authorization solution. Hence in this study, we propose a new access control framework which uses an extended two level RBAC model in Grid computing environments. By separating the administrations of users by VO level policies and mapping these policies to resources by resource or service providers, our scheme provides decentralized, autonomous, and fine-grained security management. The art of this approach is support of high flexibility in policy configuration, dynamically modifying authorization policies and reducing the cost of policy management.

1. Introduction

Grid computing has been becoming a general platform for automatic, transparent and pervasive collaborations between various Resource Providers (RPs) and consumers which are typically grouped towards a common goal into virtual organizations (VOs) [1, 4]. As a fundamental problem, access control (particularly authorization) is a critical factor for many applications where sensitive operations need to be granted to only authorized entities (subjects) from different organizations (or domains). Particularly, in a Grid-based application, a resource or service provider wants to specify who can access its shared objects. However, heterogeneity and dynamicity of such environments make the definition and management of policies complicated. Since usually, (1) access requests come from different domains or organizations within a VO and users can join or leave the VO community dynamically, and (2) a domain or organization has its own policies determining who can access resources shared by other domains in the community, and (3) these policies can be changed without notice of other domains [3]. Frequently, an authorization decision may require security policies from multiple resources, typically from resource providers and VO. Therefore, authorizations should ensure the ultimate control of resource owners, and autonomous authorization administration in distributed communities.
Obviously, traditional identity-based authorization mechanisms become infeasible in grid environments. Because a provider of resources can’t determine subject identities when define policies. Supporting role-based access control (RBAC) [7, 8, 9] is desirable in Grids. RBAC shows clear advantages over traditional access control models. The essential concept of RBAC is to define roles which are assigned to a collection of permissions that can be invoked to access protected resources. A user is assigned to a set of roles to obtain the permissions of the roles.

Several approaches have been proposed in grid environment for scalable and efficient authorizations that most of them have used RBAC as their access control model. Often these grid authorization systems are either VO-centric or Resource-centric. Reviewing different kinds of proposed authorization systems, we find out that VO-level and Resource-level authorization systems look at two different aspects of the grid authorization. Indeed, they complement each other, and can be implemented together to provide a holistic authorization solution.

In this paper we present a two-level role-based access control framework in grid environment. 2L-RBACG framework provides two aspects of grid authorization management. One aspect assumes grid to be composed of one or more VOs from several users and resource providers (or services), and another aspect treats whole grid as a series of independent, interrelated and dynamic resource groups which are provided to users of a VO. Thus, administration of access control is done in two levels: management of resource independent RBAC polices in VO-level and mapping of Resources to these policies which done in resource-level.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses some related works and compression them. Two-level authorization schema and administration framework are illustrated in section 3. An architecture design and evaluation of 2L-RBACG is provided in section 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 has some conclusion.

2. Related works

In this section, we will discuss some authorization systems that have been used in popular grid implementations and other distributed systems. The grid authorization systems can be mainly divided into two categories: VO-level systems and resource-level systems. VO-level systems have a centralized authorization system which provides credentials for the users to access the resources. Resource-level authorization systems, on the other hand, allow the users to access the resources based on the credentials presented by the users [3]. In the next subsections we will discuss in detail about some grid authorization systems which operation focus is one of these levels.

2.1 VO-Level authorization systems

VO-level grid authorization systems are centralized authorization for an entire Virtual Organization (VO). These types of systems are necessitated by the presence of a VO which has a set of users, and several Resource Providers (RP) who own the resources to be used by the users of the VO. Whenever a user wants to access certain resources owned by a RP, he/she obtains a credential from the authorization system which allows certain rights to the users. The user presents the credentials to the resource to gain access to the resource. In this type of system, the resources hold the final right in allowing or denying the access to the users.

In Community Authorization Service (CAS) [3], the owners of resources grant access to a community account as a whole. The CAS server is responsible for managing the policies that govern access to a community’s resources. It maintains fine-grained access control information and grant restricted GSI [17] proxy certificates to the users of community. CAS completely removes access control from local resource or service. CAS also has scalability problem because of central management.

Virtual Organization Membership Service (VOMS) [11] is a grid access control system similar to CAS. VOMS integrates the role concept. VOMS server signs an attribute certificate that includes role information (in contrast to direct permission in CAS) and dispatches to each user. Just like CAS, VOMS is also centrally managed and has the limitation of scalability.

Enterprise Authorization and Licensing Service (EALS) [12] has been developed in Software Engineering Technology Labs. The EALS system has been built with the focus on enterprises and authorization required to cater to the users there. The design of EALS is based on some principles which make it different from CAS and VOMS systems. Unlike CAS or VOMS, EALS is based on the pull based model where the credentials are pulled from the EALS system. Other difference arises from integration of EALS with Standards. EALS uses SLAM for transferring authorization credentials. Finally, as VOMS, EALS allows access to certain resource based on the role a user has, and the permission the role has for the set of resources.
2.2 Resource-Level authorization systems

Unlike the VO-level authorization systems, which provide a consolidated authorization service for the virtual organization, the resource-level authorization systems implement the decision to authorize the access to a set of resources.

Akenti [13] is an access control architecture where all the resources are controlled by multiple authorities (stakeholders). In Akenti, stakeholders [18] create and sign user-condition certificates [19] that define conditions which must be satisfied by the user before giving access permission to a resource. Attribute authority creates and sign attribute certificates defining the user attributes that must be asserted. Certificate authority creates and signs identity certificates. Akenti is a success attempt to create and manage policy certificates [19] and use these certificates to make secure policy-based access decisions. But in Akenti, the management of certificates is burdensome, and it cannot provide large scalability because of the centralized management of policies.

Privilege and Role Management Infrastructure Standards (PERMIS) [13] is a policy driven RBAC Privilege Management Infrastructure (PMI). The policy is written in XML and stored in X.509 attribute certificates (AC) [8] in the local LDAP [20] directory. The credentials may be widely distributed. The access decision is made centrally by the ADF (Access Decision Function) module of PERMIS. How to combine different participant domains’ policies has not been solved.

GridMap [2] is the earliest authorization system used in Globus [21]. Though more sophisticated systems like Community Authorization Service (CAS) and other authorization systems discussed in this paper have been developed, GridMap is still one of the most widely used authorization system in Globus mainly due to its simplicity. In a GridMap system, the static policies of which user can access the resource and how is placed in each local resource. The decision to grant access to a resource is based on the information present in the GridMap file. As mentioned earlier, this authorization system is simple to implement and does not require too much overhead. However, lack of scalability really hampers the use of GridMap system in a wide scale.

3. Overview of 2L-RBACG system design

In this section we describe a design of a new authorization framework which aim is leveraging the operation of legacy one-level systems by using a twolevel approach.

Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of 2LRBACG system using numbered arrows to represent a general sequence of actions. In step 1, VO-administrator creates RBAC policies. This level of administration includes defining roles and role-permission assignments. Then these roles (or privileges) are granted to grid users.

Also, the granted privileges can be delegated among and between grid users, administrators and other entities (step 2 and 3, respectively). Step 4 shows that grid users holding privileges can manage the use of their privileges by selecting a subset of them for use with a specific access. In this level, the access control policies are resource-independent and globally accessible with resource administrators. As shown in step 5, Resource administrators map their resources to these policies autonomously. For example, a resource provider (RP1) may select a policy which assigns ‘update’ permission to ‘student’ role; while RP2 is free to don’t this selection. In step 6, the grid users can create a specific grid resource request by supplying subset of selected privileges.

4. 2L-RBAC model and administrations

4.1 2L-RBAC model

In contrast with RBAC96 model, 2L-RBAC eliminates all resource dependencies from RBAC policies. Similar to classic RBAC model, in 2L-RBAC there are three basic concepts: users, roles and permissions. Users are assigned to roles, and the roles grant/deny permissions to/from specified tasks. In a session, user activates a subset of assigned roles and obtains the permissions assigned to these roles. By configure permission-role and user-role assignments, many security objectives can be achieved efficiently. Other concepts such as role hierarchy and constraints are supported in our model, too.

4.2 Administration of 2L-RBAC policies

2L-RBAC distributes authorization policy management among VO and resource administrators. In VO-level, Global resource-independent RBAC policies are defined by VO-administrator. These policies include role definition and user-role and role-permission assignments which are determined by organization and application requirements. At the other hand, mapping of
resources to these policies is done in resource-level. We choose PKI/PMI infrastructure for implementation of this model. Thus, we developed our system with x.509 ACs.

The ACs can be classified into two categories; namely role ACs that store the users’ roles and policy ACs that store the authorization policies. The authorization policies specify which roles have what rights. Access rights are not directly associated with specific target resources. In fact, policies are completely resource-independent; in our schema resource information including resource DNS name and applied policies’ ID (subject of policy ACs in this schema) is centrally maintained in (or hierarchically distributed among) LDAP server(s). LDAP entries express mapping of resources to VO-level policies. Configuration of these LDAP servers (e.g. select or remove policies from LDAP) is left to resource administrators.

Multi-level administration provides an autonomy mechanism that is so vital to grid. However, local administrators should adhere to RBAC policies which are globally defined by VO administrator. This provides a unified view of VO policies and authorization decisions can be made consistently across a VO.

The main benefits of such model are Decentralized policy administration, Resource Provider and VO Independence, and Consistent View and Flexibility of Policy Infrastructure.

5. 2L-RBACG system architecture and authorization schema

The 2L_RBACG system architecture and authorization process is illustrated in Figure 2. This framework is based on a centralized authentication system which validates the user credential and sends an authentication token back to the grid entry point. The grid entry point can be any interface which redirects the request to the centralized authentication system. The authenticated request is bundle with the subset of user selected privileges and is passed to authorization system. The authenticated request is bundle with the subset of user selected privileges and is passed to authorization system.

The authorization and enforcement part of this architecture has four primary components. Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), Policy Decision Point (VOlevel PDP and Resource-level PDP), and Policy Repositories (VO-level and resource-level LDAP servers). The access request including subject DN (x.509 Distinguished Name), target URL, and operation name are pushed to PEP. Also, Users’ role ACs are obtained in push mode as access privileges. PEP then validates the privileges accompanying the request and requests an authorization decision during the following sequence of actions: The central PEP asks Resource-level PDP to determine which RBAC policy set applied to the requested resource. Resource-level PDP queries hierarchical
distributed LDAP server(s) to provide local policy list. Finally, associated policy IDs (permission AC’s SNs in this infrastructure) is send back to the PEP. Receiving local policy list, PEP sends a token including this list and requested action to VO-level PDP. VO-level PDP pulls related RBAC policy sets or permission certificates form LDAP server(s). VO-level PDP then makes a response including a yes/no decision. After receiving VO-level response, PEP sends back to the entry point the requested action result or an exception.

Passing of security Tokens between PEP and entry point is done via a Context Handler component. Context Handler is an entity that converts access requests in native request format to XML form and converts access decision in XML form to native response format.

Policy communication relationships are considered to handle secure policy communication among policy administrators in different domains or virtual organizations. It ensures that the communication is confidential, authenticated, integrated and reliable. Policy communications provide defining cross-VO or crossresource policies, too.

![2L-RBAC system architecture and authorization process](image)

**Figure 2. 2L-RBAC system architecture and authorization process**

### 6. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the operation of 2L-RBACG system, we inspect the framework based on some major issues that are important in grid environments such as scalability, security, interoperability, and response time.

**Scalability:** there are two different types of scalability: performance scalability and administrative scalability. Number of users is the primary measure for the former type of scalability. The authorization system should not be a bottleneck in the grid infrastructure and should scale even if the number of users increase significantly. In case of performance scalability, 2L-RBACG is relatively scalable, since it has a hybrid push/pull architecture where role credentials are pushed to the PEP and other policy certificates are pulled by the PDPs. Therefore, it scores higher than fully pull-based models. Systems with centralized administration have high administrative scalability. Modifying authorization policy in 2L-RBACG system requires two steps: updating the RBAC policies in the policy store, and updating the mapping of resources to those policies. In our system, the modification of authorization policy is inexpensive. The RBAC policies can be updated by VO-level authorization manager. Updating of policies which are applied to a specific resource is left to the resource providers. The worst case cost of policy modification (that affects every user, every role and every resource) in our infrastructure is \( U \times P + R \), while in other one-level authorization system the modification cost is \( U \times P \times R \) in worst case (where \( U \) is the number of users, \( P \) is the number of permissions and \( R \) is the number resources, in the VO). The vast majority of policy changes, however, only require modifications along one of these three dimensions.
In large Grid environments, many resources are not static, but they change dynamically. In our system, resources and policies that govern them are maintained separately. Resource administrators can freely update information about them by changing the information stored in LDAP server(s). The resource-independent policies in the VO-level policy store will be unaffected by these resource changes. In contrast to this architecture, other authorization systems such as PERMIS, Akenti, and CAS all store policies that contain resource information directly. In these systems, there is no upper bound on how many policies will be affected when a resource changes.

Putting all results together we can rank the introduced systems as figure 3 and 4.

**Security:** Because of using public key infrastructure, 2L-RBACG system have high immunity against masquerade attacks. However, it because of using push model for receiving user privileges, a DoS attack can easily bring our authorization system down. It is possible by sending a lot of authorization requests to the 2LRbACG. Each request may flow over a SSL channel which authenticates the user. However, that does not stop a malicious user from sending thousands of connection requests per second. By similar analysis the ranking of proposed system security toward other systems is estimated as figure 5.

**Interoperability:** One of the ways that most systems try to tackle interoperability issues is through standardization. Systems that use SAML or XACML as policy expression or security tokens format, have high degree of interoperability. The proposed system doesn’t be integrated with such standard infrastructure. However, in contrast with systems as Akenti and VOMS that use own certificate formats, 2L-RBACG uses standard X.509 certificates for policy expression. So, our system scores relatively well in case of interoperability (figure 6).

**Response Time:** Simulation and comparison of 2LRBACG system with other one-level authorization systems is done based on similar qualifications of Markov chains which supposes one server for each operating stage. Also, \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) are defined as arrival and service rates, respectively. We assume that PDP operations to be as main service and comparison point in these authorization systems. The basic mathematical simulation of a one-stage operation with dispatched queues of user queries will be as which are expressed in equations (1) and (2); Where, \( P_n \) is The probability of being \( n \) entities in the system and \( E(T) \) is the average response time.

\[
P_n = \left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^n \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right) \quad (1)
\]

\[
E(T) = \frac{1}{\lambda} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{n \times P_n}{\mu} = \frac{1}{\mu \left( 1 - \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)} \quad (2)
\]
These equations can be extended to a multi-stage operation with one server for each operation. According to figure 7, the simulation results of a two-stage operation in this simulation bed are as equations (3) and (6); where $P_{n,m}$ is the probability of being $n$ and $m$ entities in system queues and $q$ is the probability of failed requested in first queue.

$$P_{n,m} = \alpha^n \times (1-\alpha) \times \beta^m \times (1-\beta) \tag{3}$$

Where

$$\alpha = \frac{\lambda}{\mu_1} \tag{4}$$

And

$$\beta = \frac{(1-q)\mu_1}{\mu_2} \tag{5}$$

In consideration of equation (3) and independency of queues in two stages, the average response time of this system, $E(T)$, will be computed as follow:

$$E(T) = \frac{1}{(\mu_1 - \lambda) \times \mu_2 - (1-q)\mu_1 \mu_2} \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} m \times P_m$$

Final results of 2L-RBACG system simulation and comparison with existing one-level systems show that our system can claim a closing competition with resource-level systems such as PERMIS or Akenti but Average response time of this system is greater than VO-level centralized systems such as VOMS or CAS. This is illustrated in figure 8.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a 2-LRBAC model and apply it in authorization administration of Grid environments. The main feature of the model is to leverage the control of user management by a VO, while preserve the final control of permissions to shared resources by resource providers. The benefits of our approach are decentralized security management and fine-grained permission control. As a result, our model can support dynamically modifying authorization policies and consistent view and flexibility of policy infrastructure.

![Figure 5. Basic bed for response time simulation](image)

![Figure 6. Average response time of 2LRBACG towards one-level and two-level authorization](image)

We are extending our model and authorization schema in different aspects. First of all, mapping of global roles to local roles will be included in our future work. Secondly, we will extend our schema to support dynamic contest-aware permissions. Thirdly but not finally, we will explore authorization management in a fully service-oriented environment, which gains increasing interest since Grids have been becoming service-oriented architectures.
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